
taBLe MarkiNG sYsteM 
NetMarker ® 



the innovative, network-compatible 
CNC table marking system NetMarker® 
excels at marking quality, simple han-
dling and ease of use. NetMarker® of-
fers unequalled opportunities.  the all 
new NetMarker® raises the standards 
for high precision marking require-
ments within industrial production. it 
also offers many other further compo-
nent marking opportunities with a 
wide range of additional features.

the competitive table marking system 
NetMarker® works as a stand-alone 
machine. With its compact design being 
extremely space-saving. the electro 
pneumatically operated dot peen mark-
ing system is suitable for durable, effi-
cient, permanent and quick marking 
tasks with the ability to mark almost all 
kind of parts made of metal, plastics 
and wood. Of course, you can mark 
pressure-sensitive, thin-walled, coated 
or moderately curved parts as well.

the NetMarker® features maximum 
marking speeds, with very high mark-
ing qualities and an extremely attrac-
tive price-performance ratio. it is main-
tenance-free!

NetMarker ® –
tHe COMpaCt 
taBLe MarkiNG 
sYsteM 



through-out the development of the CNC table 
marking system NetMarker®, MarkatOr® ap-
plied significant importance on a system having 
simple operation. this intention is permitted by 
the system program NetMarker®, which is inclu-
ded within the package. the system program is 
easy to install on any pC and immediately ready 
to start. With its ethernet connection, the table 
marking system can be controlled within a net-
work. it is an ideal partner for your industrial 
operation.

NetMarker ® – sOFtWare

the system program NetMarker® is 100% ope-
rator prompted. it is designed to be transparent 
and self-explanatory. the system program Net-
Marker® offers all modern characteristics of an 
intuitive program creation. it enables an online 
help option as well as the possibility to change 
the marking position and text within the mar-
king preview screen. 

Furthermore, an additional rotating axis can be 
programmed. all established features, like auto-
matic numbering, circle marking, date and time 
are already enclosed in the scope of delivery. 
special signs and logos are available upon re-
quest.
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NetMarker ® –  OptiONs

1 Program option logo conversion
program to transform logos or graphic files in 
HpGL format. scaling, turning and positioning 
occur within the marking file.

2 Electric foot switch
safe working! Both hands remain free for posi-
tioning of the part to be marked.

3 Rotating axis
a device for mechanical clamping allows you to 
mark round parts 360° axial and radial. 
equipment: rotating axis incl. three-jaw chuck 
Ø 80 mm, with jaws for clamping inside and 
outside, flange, mounting plate incl. name plate 

support with magnets, control board for motors, 
connection cable and program package.

4 Name plate support NetMarker® 

Magnetic clamping device to fix the plate. 
Basically for orthogonal plates in different 
sizes. stop angle is relief-milled for safe fix-
ing of the plates.



the dot peen marking head is mounted on a 
solid machine table, which includes a height 
adjustable column frame. the respectively ad-
justed height is shown on the digital display. a 
hand wheel simplifies the setting of the correct 
pin position. 

in addition, two clamp levers are integrated 
within the column frame to fix the marking 
head at the exact adjusted height. an acci-
dental displacement of the pin distance to the 
material to be marked is thus excluded and a 
constant good marking result is guaranteed. an 
exact positioning of the marking pin in the X 
and Y direction is given by an additional, helpful 
viewing window.

NetMarker ® –  teCHNiCs

the motion mechanism of the marking axis is 
driven by two high resolution stepping motors 
with optimal wear behavior. the marking head 
with hardened, grinded and chromed guides in 
combination with ball screws is maintenance-
free. the basic position is scanned by two con-
tamination insensitive, inductive sensors.

the central control unit of the CNC table marking 
system is fixed directly to the column frame. Be-
cause of its compact design no additional pace 
is required. it contains all the necessary compo-
nents to operate the marking system NetMarker®: 
e.g. power sections for the stepping motors, mi-
croprocessor, digital in-/outputs and connections 
to the pC.

NetMarker ® – FaCts

Marking area (x/y) 
100 x 100 mm

Marking speed 
Up to max. 3 characters per second

Available character heights 
0.7 bis 99.9 mm

Fonts 
2 standard fonts, proportional and non-
proportional, scalable, similar to DiN 1451

Marking direction 
any, from 0° to 360°

Available characters 
Figures 0-9 
Capital letters a-Z 
small letters a-z 
Various punctuation marks,  
such as . , / -

Marking frequency (oscillation) 
approx. 300 Hz, depending on size of stylus 
and marked material

Electric power supply 
230 V – 50 Hz 

Compressed Air 
6 bar

Digital height display

Clamp lever Different stylus sizes

Viewing window
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M A R K A T O R ®

Bunsenstraße 15
71642 Ludwigsburg (poppenweiler)
Germany

tel +49 (0) 7144 - 8575 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 7144 - 8575 - 600

info@markator.de
www.markator.de
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